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July 12, 2007 
 
 
 
TO:   EQB Members 
 
FROM: John Wells 

Telephone: 651-201-2475 
Mike Sullivan 
Telephone: 651-201-2462 

 
RE:  ANNOTATED AGENDA FOR 

July 19, 2007 Board Meeting   
 
General  
This month’s meeting will take place in Room G5 of the State Office Building.  The meeting will 
begin at 9:00 a.m. Staff will be available for briefing and questions at 8:00 a.m. 
 

Attention: *Denotes an agenda item that may require Board action. 
 
I. **Adoption of Consent Agenda 

 Adoption of the Proposed Agenda for July 19, 2007 meeting 
 Adoption of the Proposed Minutes for April 19, 2007 meeting 

 
II. Chair’s Report 
 
III. Executive Director’s Report 
 
IV. Legal Counsel Report 
 
V. **Phase 2 Amendments to the Environmental Review Program Rules; authorization 

to initiate the formal rulemaking process 
 

Presenters:  Gregg Downing, EQB staff (651-201-2476) 
  Jon Larsen, EQB staff (651-201-2477) 

 
Materials Enclosed 
 
1. Sample resolution authorizing rulemaking. 
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2. Briefing memorandum 
3. Staff draft of proposed rule amendments 
4. Staff draft of Statement of Need and Reasonableness (SONAR)  
5. copies of comments received during recent informal opportunity to comment on rule 

topics of shoreland mandatory categories and cumulative potential effects. 
 
Issue Before the Board:  
The staff requests authorization from the Board to begin the formal rulemaking process 
on the proposed “phase 2” amendments to the Environmental Review program that the 
EQB has been developing for several years. A staff draft of the proposed amendments 
and of the supporting document, the Statement of Need and Reasonableness, are included 
in the packet.   
 
A sample resolution using standard “boilerplate” language for the authorization to begin 
rulemaking is provided.  The resolution would direct the Chair, Executive Director, and 
staff to undertake the various logistical actions necessary to holding a hearing on the 
proposed rules before an Administrative Law Judge.  If the Board authorizes rulemaking 
in July, it is anticipated that the hearing would occur in November and that the rules 
could be back before the Board, along with the ALJ’s report, by January or February. 
 
By authorizing rulemaking, the Board is not committing itself to adopting any of the 
amendments proposed.  Up until the time the Board actually adopts final rules the Board 
may withdraw any or all of the amendments, and may modify the amendments prior to 
adoption (within certain limits). 
 
Background:  
The EQB has been working on various amendments to the Environmental Review 
program rules since 2003.  Last year, a package of relative simple and noncontroversial 
amendments, referred to as the “phase 1” amendments was adopted.  The current “phase 
2” amendments include those amendments that took longer to develop and thus were not 
ready for phase 1, or were withdrawn in phase 1 due to controversy that arose in the 
hearing process, or arose due to more recent events (such as the passage of a bill in the 
2007 session that requires EQB to adopt a mandatory EIS category for release of 
genetically-engineered wild rice). 
 
If the Board accepts the staff recommendation and adopts the sample resolution, the EQB 
will begin the formal rulemaking process.  The briefing memorandum covers the steps 
and timeline of the process in some detail.  If the Board authorizes rulemaking to begin at 
this meeting, it is anticipated that the hearing would not occur until November, due to the 
time typically required for the steps that are preliminary to the hearing itself.   
 
Discussion: 
As a group, these amendments are more controversial than those of phase 1 and will 
make more substantive changes in the review process.  They will cause greater effects on 
local units of government and certain project proposers, and result in greater costs for 
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review for certain projects.  Because of the greater controversy and impacts, the staff 
recommends that the Board order the full rulemaking process including a public hearing. 
 
The phase 2 amendments consist of four groups of amendments: 
 

 New mandatory EAW, EIS, and Exemption categories to apply to certain projects 
in shoreland areas of lake and rivers. 

 
 Amendments to how the rules handle treatment of “cumulative potential effects” 

in EAWs, EIS, and Alternative Urban Areawide Reviews (AUARs). 
 

 Amendments to the AUAR process with respect to how specific individual 
projects are treated or how they affect the review 

 
 Various other amendments 

 
The Board received an extensive briefing in April about the first two groups of 
amendments.  However, some revisions are being proposed based on recent comments 
and further discussion by the staff.  These are explained in the enclosed briefing 
memorandum and draft SONAR document.  The amendments to the AUAR process are 
carried over from phase 1, when they were withdrawn due to controversies and the 
unexpected results of an Appeals Court case that occurred just after the hearing was held.  
The staff has clarified and strengthened the case for those amendments in the draft 
SONAR. 
 
Probably the most significant of the “other” amendments group is the proposal for a new 
mandatory EIS for releases of genetically-engineered wild rice, which is in response to a 
legislative directive from the 2007 session.  The staff has moved quickly on that 
amendment in order to catch it up with the rest of the phase 2 amendments so that all 
amendments can be handled in one rulemaking.  The other amendments are primarily 
attempts to revise the rule language to more clearly specify the same meaning that the 
EQB and its staff have given to certain existing rule provisions which have been 
questioned in certain specific cases.  The EQB staff considers these to be rule 
clarifications.  
 
The briefing memorandum describes the recent informal comment opportunity for the 
cumulative potential effects shoreland category amendments.  Copies of the comments 
received are included in the packet.   
 
The rules and Statement of Need and Reasonableness that are included in the packet are 
staff drafts.  The official language for the proposed amendments is written by the 
Revisor’s office (working from the EQB’s draft) after the Board authorizes rulemaking.  
The draft SONAR in the packet has several important pieces missing: the explanations of 
the rationale for several of the amendments that were finalized by staff after the 
Technical Representatives meeting could not be prepared in time for the mailing.  These 
missing pieces will be provided to the Board for the August meeting.  Also, the editing 
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process is not complete, including “boiling down” the discussions of the justifications for 
shoreland categories into more focused and succinct presentations.  The Chair does not 
need to sign the SONAR until after the Board has reviewed it in August. 
 
Significant Issues: 
As noted above, the phase 2 amendments are in general more controversial because they 
have a greater impact than the relatively minor amendments in phase 1.  Various groups 
that have been following the development of the amendments have definite viewpoints in 
favor or in opposition to some of the amendments.  They can be expected to participate in 
the hearing process and to try to influence the outcome through their comments.  Some 
groups are likely to also attend the July meeting and may try to persuade the Board to 
change the proposed amendments at this point.  The staff believes that the scope of the 
controversies that remain are sufficiently limited that the rulemaking hearing process is 
the best forum in which to deal with them.   
 
Recommendation: 
The staff recommends that the Board adopt the enclosed sample resolution that would 
authorize the start of formal rulemaking and direct the Chair, Executive Director, and 
staff to take the necessary steps to prepare for and hold a public hearing process before an 
Administrative Law Judge on the proposed amendments included in the packet.  Taking 
this action does not commit the Board to ultimately adopting any or all of the proposed 
amendments. 

 
VI. Report of the Subcommittee on Future EQB Directions 
 

Presenters:  Gene Hugoson, Chair; Mike Sullivan and John Wells, EQB staff   
 
Materials Enclosed 
1. Progress report 
2. Assessment of EQB Authorities table, Class “a” (mainstream) authorities 
3. Assessment of EQB Authorities table, Class “b” (dispensable) authorities 
4. Assessment of EQB Authorities table, Class “c” authorities (needing more 

discussion) 
5. A Packaging of Priority EQB Authorities, preliminary draft 
   
Issue Before the Board:  
The Subcommittee on Future EQB Directions will provide an overview of its progress to 
date in reviewing the Board’s authorities and strategically refocusing its mission.  The 
overview gives Board members the opportunity to raise questions, make suggestions and 
otherwise guide the subcommittee as it moves forward with efforts to refocus EQB. 
 
Background: 
The Board established its Subcommittee on Future EQB Directions after discussion at the 
January retreat on the need to refocus the institution.  The Board charged the 
subcommittee with developing and implementing an action plan to define and secure this 
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future role, and directed it to report on its progress at each Board meeting.  Members 
include Gene Hugoson, chair; Jon Bloomberg, Dan McElroy and Brad Moore. 
 
Discussion: 
The subcommittee has completed an initial review of the Assessment of EQB Authorities 
table, placing the authorities into one of three classes: those that are mainstream (class 
“a”), those that are dispensable (class “b”), and those needing further discussion (class 
“c”).  It did this by considering elements of the “lens” necessary to strategically focus the 
EQB and asking “Does this authority solidly address these elements or is it tangential?”  The 
elements included: 

 Policy coordination  
 Working toward regulatory efficiency among agencies  
 Interdisciplinary analysis  
 Establishing environmental priorities/goals  
 Managing the environmental review program 
 A forum to process complex issues 

 
The subcommittee also began the process of repackaging those authorities that it 
considers essential.  The idea is to help the Board envision how the authorities fit 
together, the mission they suggest, and the programs and projects that logically might 
flow out of the new package.  The paper, A Packaging of Priority EQB Authorities, 
preliminary draft, presents the initial results of this exercise.  It will be refined as class 
“c” authorities are shifted to either “mainstream” or “dispensable” status, and as the 
subcommittee and Board give it further thought. 
 
In addition to further review of the Board’s class “c” authorities and the packaging of any 
“new” mainstream duties, the subcommittee will develop a systematic outreach program 
to engage stakeholders in the conversation to consider and inform its preliminary 
assessments.  This will take place in the fall and will include: 

 An ad hoc citizens roundtable, focused stakeholder meetings, or other means to 
engage interested parties 

 A Web-based survey and solicitation of comments and suggestions 
 Strategic conversations with key stakeholders, including legislators 

 
Public participation activities will include representatives of business, environmental, 
public and local government interests.  Stakeholder comments will guide the board and 
the subcommittee as they identify opportunities and issues for consideration. 
 
Finally, the subcommittee will develop a package of recommendations, including a 
possible legislative initiative, for Board approval and consideration by the Governor prior 
to the coming legislative session. 
 
Recommendation:   
The Board will not be asked to approve any particular element of the subcommittee work; 
however, it will be helpful for members to raise questions and offer suggestions to guide 
the subcommittee as it continues the effort to refocus the EQB. 
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*Denotes action may be taken. 
**Items requiring discussion may be removed from the Consent Agenda. 
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